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Level 2
After a long, fruitless day of fishing, Ti decides to call it a day.
But suddenly, Ti calls out to To Te. “It took the bait! Get me a bucket!”

To Te yells back, “Just a moment!”
Ti is surprised to see what To Te has brought.

“Such a big bamboo basket for such a tiny fish? Where’s the bucket?”
“The bucket is full of areca nuts right now, brother Ti!”
“Where’s the large and flat basket, To Te?”
“I used it to carry the sweet potatoes, brother Ti.”
Ti scratches his head.

“Then where’s the small basket, To Te?”
“It’s full of paddy, brother Ti!”
Ti pulls his hair in frustration.

“Then where’s the grain basket we use to keep paddy, To Te?”
“It’s full of rice, brother Ti!”
Ti is completely confused.

“Then where’s the bamboo can, To Te?”
“I used it to keep apples, brother Ti!”
Ti tries again.

“Where’s the can we use to keep apples, To Te?”
“It has corn in it, brother Ti!”
Ti is about to lose his mind.

“But where’s the big bamboo basket that we use for the corn, To Te?”
“I brought it in the beginning, in case you catch a huge fish!” To Te says.

Ti rolls his eyes and asks, “You mean, as big as this tiny fish?”
They can’t believe their eyes.

It’s a giant fish!
To Te grins.

“Good thing I brought this big bamboo basket, isn't it, brother Ti?”
These storage items have been mentioned in the story. Let’s see them all together!

1. Big Bamboo basket
2. Basket
3. Large and flat basket
4. Small basket
5. Grain basket
6. Can
7. Bamboo can
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Get Me The Bucket!
(English)

Two brothers decide to go fishing. What kind of fish do you think they will catch? What kind of buckets will they need to hold their fish?

This is a Level 2 book for children who recognize familiar words and can read new words with help.
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